On March 10th, Comrade Chris Coleman, Father (shop steward) of the U.J.O. Chapel at Academic Press - a U.S.-owned publishing firm in London - was summoned to Managing Director Butt's office. Even Butt had previously said that Chris was on good terms with the firm. In addition, kids were being told Chris in a heavy-handed manner that either he bullied underlings or was finding assurance not to discuss communist revolution outside the office, and to agree never to distribute political literature to his workmates, or simply, to collect his cards and get out. Not intimidated by this threat to his livelihood our comrade refused to bow down to the monstrous monopoly-capitalist dictator. Chris denounced Butt's illegal activities and U.S. imperialism, for such brazen fascist suppression of democratic rights. Not even that would Chris told him straight to his face: "We do the work here, so you certainly have no right to tell us what we can talk about!"

All Paws Together

Butt had often boasted of his "open-door" policy in relations with his employees, but as one of them said: This door is always open. provided you crawl through it. Relations in the firm were always friendly and most democratic - most democratic that is. a section of the employees decided to rebel and enforce their democracy. When a militant union chapel was formed at the firm, Butt reacted and raved - This could destroy the friendly relations! Why had his employees done this to him when he had always been such a pal? Why on earth did they want to organise against their exploiters? What had got into them? On this occasion Butt's brutes must have been working hard and had no time to reflect - too bad - that was U.S. imperialism bared or do or get in the way. He found out that the employees of one of its key publications in Europe were organizing to struggle against him. Butt hit on what he thought would be the solution to his problem - the usual imperialist solution - fascist suppression of the leadership of the masses and intimidation of the masses by such means. Such "final solution" the imperialists and reactionaries have tried in Africa, Asia and Latin America, Argentina, Iran, Nanking, Russia. "Legally"没收; such is the system of law - but it always fails, increasingly the people's struggle escalates.

As Chairman Mao says: "Lifting a rock only to drop it on one's own head - a method folk say is to describe the behaviour of certain fools. The reactionaries in all countries and in all sectors of revolutionary people only serves to accelerate the rise of such situations on a broader and more intense scale.

Such fools will only drown in the blood that they unleash. The revolutionary movement is like an ever-growing shockwave and deep-rooted in the people - cut the stem and another grows, and with each passing day fresh shoots come up everywhere. The victory of the people of the world is not far off. History cannot be held back.

Democratic Long as You Don't

After our comrades had denounced the overreaching of U.S. imperialism, Butt ordered a full 'raids' to be paid to him, and told him to get out of the premises immediately. Ignoring all the underlying threats and possibilities for resistances, etc., our comrades spent over an hour discussing the staff in various rooms what had happened. The vast majority of people except some who had "informed" their names were not arrested at such fascistic suppression of democratic rights. Later, to try and calm some of the unrest, the monopoly-capitalist dictator Butt explained that the union Chapel and Branch that was only communist revolutionary politics that had not to be discussed, and edit literature such as "General Cables" that was not to be distributed. He also stated that they had sacked Chris on the reasonable grounds that it was in the interests of the U.S. imperialist controllers of the firm.

Capitalist democracy is only democratic to anything that promotes it and does not challenge it. Order should not be confused. There is no law of democracy, for a society as people rebuked and enforce their democratic rights the pretence fades away and they are faced with the reality of monopoly-capitalist dictatorship. At Chairman Mao says: "In a society run by class struggle, if the exploiting classes have the freedom to exploit the working people, the working people have no freedom not to be exploited."

Standing evidence of the truth of Chairman Mao's words is the fact that a Director of the firm, Roger Forrest - went around the firm in offices raising funds for the pro-monopolist Labour Party, and was not so far away, he was lured as a worker to his activities, but since sacked. For fear of Butt also stated in his letters that the suppression is only applied on Chris (at this stage anyway). The letter he had not been sacked, so that people in the firm should not be persecuted. The suppression is not yet over! But militant reality faces the vain dreams of the U.S. imperialists, Soviet social imperialists and all reactionaries of the world is moving forward!

On Which Side The United?

Altering a week to attend special meetings with the N.D.J. to press for National Democratic and union support, our comrades began to picket the Academic Press building. As regards the N.D.J., the question still remains: Is the union going to support democratic rights, for communists as well as others? Or will it go on supporting fascist suppression of democratic rights? The outcome will be very significant. Our question demands the urgent attention of all trade unionists, especially those of the N.D.J.

Picketing Calls Support And Reserves Butt

While picketing, Chris carries with him a placard reading: "For The Democratic Right To Discuss Communist Politics And Disseminate Revolutionary Literature At Work."

"Support and masses do not get stoned and take it. As Chairman Mao says: "Make trouble, fail, make trouble again, fail again... till your doom; that is the logic of the imperialists and all reactionaries of the world over in dealing with the people's cause, and they will never go against this logic. This is a Marxist law. ....... Fight, fight again, fail again, fight again... till their victory; that is the logic of the people, and they too will never go against this logic. This is another Marxist law."

Chris adamantly maintains that all the people in the firm and in the area should know what he happened, the principles involved, the mass discussions, and a personal statement which he distributed, the vast majority of the people of the firm who were involved in the struggle think that he was wrongly dismissed, that fascist suppression of democratic rights should be fought against, and that he should be reinstated. As one worker in the street with experience on Clydeside said: "Keep fighting!" Only a few cut-and-dried issuers in the firm, and a small number of people who are hiding their heads in the sand to avoid notice, support the imperialist bosses.

Butt himself is obviously deeply concerned by the effect which the picketing is having. In the second week he came out and said in the most cringing and pathetic manner: "Are you still speaking to me Chris?" He went on to tell Chris that he was only doing himself harm and that he should go off and find another job. He even had the cheek to say that he would give him a good reference. Chris immediately denounced him, telling him that he would stay as long as it was necessary, that it was necessary to explain to the people the nature of those who run firm in this country, and further stating that through somebody out of work and that there was no work for him was pure hypocrisy. Butt then said that he expected the sincerity of his principles (the old story!) but implied that he had some principle for his own. Chris replied that he had no concern whatsoever for the principles of exploiters!
EDITORIAL
SEIZE HOLD OF THE MASS DEMOCRATIC METHOD OF WORK

In this decisive decade of the rise of Communist revolutionary forces on an immense scale, the struggle for national liberation and against the imperialists, in the historic era of the total collapse of imperialism, the workers and peasants must pursue the decisive struggle with the working class, must seize the revolutionary method. Every socialist class to try and preserve ourselves, the arbitrary rules and regulations, concerning every important aspect of the people, must be reined in by the imperialists to suppress the masses. The democratic rights which the imperialists have always tried to suppress are a fraud, simply a pig in a poke. Ask any revolutionary that. Lenin had, with his method, shown that in the struggle of the masses for their revolution, the mass revolutionary method which has no democratic rights. There are rules and regulations to suppress everything the bourgeoisie want to suppress. Rules and regulations against selling papers in the streets, the only enforced method of Communist revolutionaries. Some for doorknock work and factory gates too for outdoor meetings and crowds. Any capitalist propaganda, propaganda, charity, management, and propaganda, Labour Party, whatever literature, all can be distributed at THE MACDONALDS. But there are rules, regulations to be enforced against communist rebels. This issue's lead story is a living example. Last issue's on the approach to the tech and another, and there are many more. You can hold meetings wherever you like, except that the meeting hall authorities give up various rules when the police put pressure on us. Even the 'Freedom Circus', Speakers Corner, Hyde Park - there are rules and regulations which are enforced against those who in reality dare to rebel.

By the form of the mass bureaucratic method, the imperialist bourgeoisie take the fascist content of their dictatorship over the people at all levels. Their mass work must and can only rise to monopoly capitalist politics and relations; it is the fact and doesn't reject the job. Just as our whole work cannot be separated from and must necessarily give rise to radicalist content, so too with the mass bureaucratic method of work, and content is the present aspect. For example, the question of the mass bureaucratic method of work in the revolutionaries, we have outlined some crude. Such methods of WORK WILL TORT THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT BACKWARDS. The method of work that does not exclude the imperialist content is inadequate. Against the rights and wrongs of the imperialists, politics and relations must be rejected. For Mao's Thought is correct. The mass democratic method is the correct and only method to develop the communist struggle to the end in the stage. Confronted by the Bains, a great fighter for Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought, a staunch proletarian, an internationalist, and a fierce Indian patriot, had led the international masses in the solution of this problem in practice - how to put Mao Zedong Thought into practice at the stage, and developed the mass democratic method. We must learn from such valuable experience, grasp more firmly the Red Book, and together with the masses march forward. United and guided by Mao Zedong Thought we will surely crush the monolithic imperialism, Soviet-led revisionism and all revisionism. The people do not give up, the fascist state and their bosses will drain in their own blood bath, with us, the working and oppressed people of the world is bright indeed.

CRITICISM - SELF-CRITICISM

The Editorial Board acknowledges the warm and enthusiastic reception that "Communist England" has received during its revision, revealing it to students and intellectuals, and from the Communist revolutionary ranks. We note with pleasure that the English edition may have been inspired to print our paper with large, large slogans, written in four-foot-high letters, on monopoly capitalist state and the private property. Slogans such as "Long Live the International Workers' Alliance" and "Long Live to U.S. Imperialism and Soviet Social Imperialism!" and "Communist England!" have been uttered. We have also been actively slanderous everywhere with felt pens.

We apologize to those who received our previous edition last, but the purpose of this paper was and still is mainly as a localized agitation - but even so the leadership understood the needs and demands. The revolutionary masses did make a first-rate job and forced us to go to the printer four times, and still we did not fulfill their demands upon us. That is what we have organized to do better. We take to heart also the criticism that the previous edition was instead of "Mao Zedong Thought" a vulgarization, and this mistake will not be repeated. In the next issue we will look forward to a more fundamental change in the line from anybody - in order to make this instrument of agitation and propaganda a sharper weapon to inflict deeper wounds upon the bourgeoisie to strengthen the revolutionary masses and their Communist revolutionary vanguard.

DEATH TO THE IMPERIALIST BOURGEOISIE!
LABORERS, WORKMEN, SOCIALISTS OF MALLE, LENINS, STALIN, AND CHIANG MAO - THE LEXICON OF OUR EREA!
A LONG, LONG LIFE TO CHIANG MAO, GREAT LEADER OF THE WORLD'S FIFTEELDS!


And other Marxist-Leninist and revolutionary literature from all over the world, including

RED PATRIOT
Official Organ of the Irish Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist)
PROGRESSIVE WORKER
Organ of the Workers' Action Council, IPC, Ahem, Dublin branch
SCOTTISH VANGUARD
Official Organ of the Scottish Workers Party (Marxist-Leninist)
BIPOLARITY
Official Organ of the Greek Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist)
AFRO-ASIAN SOLIDARITY
Official Organ of the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Movement
ENGLISH STUDENT
Revolutionary weekly of the British Communist Youth Movement
RACE LINE
Official Organ of the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist)
CHINAGAR
Official of the Ad-hoc Committee of the Hindustani Ghadar Party
UNIT
Journal of Youth Forces for National Liberation (Jamaica)
AZANIA COMBAT
Organ of the Winton to Europe and the Americas of the Pan African Congress (South Africa)

AVAILABLE FROM
BANNER BOOKS AND CHARTS
90, Camden High St., NW1
ENGLISH COMMUNIST MOVEMENT (ML)
Flat 85, 98-100 Balham High Rd, SW11
SCOTTISH VANGUARD BOOKS
105-7 Morrison St., Edinburgh 270, Paisley Rd., Glasgow
PROGRESSIVE BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
10, Exchange St., Upper, Dublin

COMMUNIST ENGLAND! is produced by the IPC/ML
Flat 85, 98-100 Balham High Road, London SW11
It is Right To Rebel!

The English working class attacked the monopoly capitalist in the sixties. At the seventies drew closer, strike after strike shook the monopoly capitalist. In the union strike in 1975 and 1976. This year, car workers hit back at Ford, at Vauxhall, Airport workers paralysed Heathrow. Thousands of clothing workers came out in strike. Dockers came out in strike. They have not only made up for their losses, but taken power into their hands. They are running the township, paying wages. They have forced down the prices and paid their wages. They are running everything. They are issuing orders and running everything. They are running the union. They are running the company. They are running the government. They are running the world. They are running the world.
A FEW WORDS TO THE REVOLUTIONARY STUDENTS AND YOUTH

(CORDINATE BOARD asks all comrades to read this carefully and discuss it widely.)

(A text extract)
The poor and landless peasants of the villages will not at first take you seriously. But at some point, their numbers will far exceed any resistance you can muster, and they will become impatient or demoralized at this. Because it is the most important to have a clear understanding of the problem at hand. When you face it, you should remember that the peasants are the most important people to consider. On the other hand, the Red Guards, however, will only carry on the struggle in the field of political propaganda, and mobilize the students and youths in support, not only of the poor and landless peasants but also of the workers.

Whenever the workers in the cities launch any struggle against the Red Guards should rally behind them to support their struggle. But the Red Guards are required to express any opinion whatever about the workers’ struggle or the peasant rulers, nor will they make any speeches. This support, the expression of solidarity of the students and youths will itself create considerable enthusiasm among the workers. After this, the Red Guards should start doing active political propaganda among the workers and building revolutionary cadre. Select one or two of the workers to see, how they accept the revolutionary politics bring them in contact with the Party.

In future, whenever there is any clash between the workers and the police, the Red Guards and the students and youths must rally in support of the workers and take part in the clash alongside them even if it means few in number.

**START A REVOLUTIONARY UPAJAGA CAMPAIGN COURTING VICTORY ON THE WIDEST SCALE DURING THIS SUMMER VACATION AGAINST THE IMPERIALIST ANTI-CHINA WARM NOVES**

The students and youths and the Red Guards must to have to shoulder today, a most important responsibility in carrying on revolutionary propaganda with a view to frustrating imperialist aggression and strengthening the revolutionary masses in the villages and among the workers. This will be the only way to ensure victory in the summer vacation. Ours is the only Party in the world to declare boldly: “China’s Chairman is our Chairman!” and to give the call: “Chairman’s China may be attacked, but we hasten the day of victory for struggle against bourgeois nationalism and its accomplice, revisionism. It is you who have to uphold and carry forward these two slogans through to the end by implementing the revolutionary politics of the Red Guards. If China is burned to ashes in the flames of revisionism, you should repeatedly explain to the people that the only way to prevent the revolutionary war from spreading with the help of their armed forces alone and that the only way to prevent it is to spread the poison of revisionist thinking is that you should spread the struggle against revisionism in an accelerated tempo. You should do so immediately.

**ACTION SPEECH GE-OU OIL OF CHINESE REVOLUTION**

In the meeting room, a large notice board six feet high by four feet wide was through the conference. On it, there was a huge poster: “DEATH TO REACTIONARIES! VICTORY TO THE COMMUNIST PIONEERS!” Behind the notice board, there was a mannequin, a young peasant boy, whose head wasSSHED ON DEATH!!” On his face, there were “DEATH TO reactionaries! Follow the chairman!” and “Victory to the Communist pioneers!” and “Chairman Mao” written on it. It was an order for suppressing reactionary, anti-people propaganda. The poster was so well done that you could not read the characters exposed by the revolutionary masses. The reactionaries were terror-stricken and did not know how to deal with it. When the young peasant boy stepped forward, flooding the room with light, the young peasant boy turned to the public with a sign: “Please come and see what is going on. Do you know what the sign means? Do you understand the situation? Do you want to be revolutionaries? If you do, then come forward and join us!”

On the wall above the notice board, there was a huge poster: “Two Red Guards, two revolutionaries!” with the picture of Chairman Mao.

The meeting had been arranged by a band of revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries - like a cluster of stars in the sky, the meetings were held to discuss the need for trying to spread his racist and lackey imperialist views against the Indian working class and peasant. It was an effort to go beyond the degenerate cocktail party circles of the meretricious monopoly capitalistic satellite in India. Accordingly be sent along one of his dumbbell to try and speak in his place - the Bhopal High Commission.

The meeting was held in a hall on the second floor of the building. The hall was filled with a crowd of revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries. At the entrance of the hall, there was a large poster: “Killed the Yellow Book!” with the picture of Chairman Mao. The poster had been attached to the wall by the revolutionaries. The meeting was well attended. The hall was filled with a crowd of revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries. At the entrance of the hall, there was a large poster: “Killed the Yellow Book!” with the picture of Chairman Mao. The poster had been attached to the wall by the revolutionaries. The meeting was well attended. The hall was filled with a crowd of revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries.

The revolutionary deputy commissioner warned and approved his way into the meeting room, greeted by this batch of new revolutionaries, and ended up in a corner of the room surrounded by people, while the people were shouting: “Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao!”

**Blow the Red Book!**

Revolutionaries and non-revolutionaries in the room were not in a position to escape the situation. The people shouted: “Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao! Chairman Mao!”

Mao Tsetung Thought is the invincible weapon!}

Mao Tsetung and the people.
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On the 10th anniversary of Sharpeville Day, revolutionary people from many parts of the world held the most militant rally to be held in London this decade. The demonstration started with the Sharpeville march, which occurred on the day of the Sharpeville massacre, when 72 Africans were killed by armed South African police, who opened fire on a demonstration. The demonstration was called by the Pan-African Congress of Britain (S.A.), the broad anti-imperialist, anti-imperialist movement in Britain. It was a demonstration in opposition to the past ten years. This was the day when the African people recognized that the only way to freedom from exploitation lay through armed struggle. The rally on March 21, chaired by the Pan-African Congress movement, was an evidence of unity and inspiration to carry on the struggles for the liberation of all working and oppressed peoples.

The European representative of PAC addressed the rally:

The statement of the Pan-African Congress in support of the Soweto people's struggle led by the Pan-African Congress of Britain (S.A.) on the 10th anniversary of Sharpeville Day (21 March 1963)
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IRISH WORKERS WELCOME RED PATRIOT

"We need something like this to cheer our spirits up" said one Irish worker as he bought a copy of the Irish Communist newspaper Red Patriot and laid it next to his notes. Red Patriot is the official organ of the Irish Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist), and reflects the interests of the Irish working class in its declare slogan: "If you want to end the struggles against the British, U.S. imperialism and Irish capitalism, then you must support Red Patriot!"

The newspaper tells the story of the Irish Revolution, explaining that only by fighting against imperialism and capitalism can the Irish workers achieve their freedom. It emphasizes that the struggle against imperialism and capitalism is the key to the prosperity of the Irish workers.

The Irish workers have been faced with oppression and exploitation by British imperialism, and the struggle for freedom is a continuous process. Red Patriot calls on the Irish workers to unite and fight for their freedom.

The Irish Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist) is committed to the liberation of Ireland from imperialism and capitalism, and the establishment of a socialist society. The movement is dedicated to the struggle against imperialism and capitalism, and the construction of a new Ireland.

The Irish workers are encouraged to join Red Patriot and support the Irish Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist) in the fight for their freedom.

---

PHOTOPORO, meaning Vanguard, has been received by the Greek and Greek Cypriot workers in London and the Cypriot office as the most enthusiastic and the most important. It is a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist newspaper produced by the Greek Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist).

There are thousands of Greek and Greek Cypriot workers in London, and the majority of them are workers. This issue of Vanguard is highly welcomed by the workers as it upholds the name of the great leaders Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Mao, and by the workers in London, the six Red Guards of the CP(C) have been communists since they were very young, and some of them are old men who have definitely not lost their revolutionary fighting spirit, despite the various errors imposed on us by the opportunists and the revisionists led by Trotskyists, and strongly support the Chinese people in their anti-imperialist struggle.

Vanguard is the voice of the Chinese people in their struggle against imperialism and capitalism. It is a revolution paper that stands for the working class and the poor. It is a revolutionary paper that fights against imperialism and capitalism. It is a revolutionary paper that fights for the liberation of the Chinese people from imperialism and capitalism. It is a revolutionary paper that stands for the workers and the poor.

One day, on opening the newspaper, the full page prait of Lenin and appeared. When he then saw a picture of Mao Zedong and the words "From the People to the People" on this page, he knew he must support the Chinese people in their struggle against imperialism and capitalism.
LONG LIVE THE LENINISM OF OUR ERA
- MAO TSE-TUNG THINKING

Fight Fascist Suppression! From p.1
Police Step Up Harassment!

On the first day of picketing, Chris noticed a thick-set man, a typical C.U.P. thugs, watching him from the other side of the street. In the next few days four "very friendly" policemen came up to talk to him. Chris noticed that when they spoke to him, "between you and me", they all held their walkie-talkie receivers up so that the agents at the police station could hear what was being said and tape what they wanted. Then followed more policemen, more note-taking and bungling, to try and scare Chris off. He was forced to walk up and down instead of standing still and talking, otherwise he would be breaking more rules and regulations and would be arrested.

The monopoly capitalist class become more openly in their suppression of those who fight for the working people! On March 31st, as the staff of Academic Press were leaving work, Chris was subjected to another bout of police harassment, the seventh since he started picketing. Two policemen arrived. One of them, the voice of his superior capper, "Tell over your radio telling him what to do", approached Chris, "Ask him what he's demonstrating about," said the voice. "What are you demonstrating about?" said the policeman. "What's your name and address?" asked the police. "No comment," said Chris. "Your name and address," said the policeman. This remote-controlled quality of the ruling class was obviously very worried by the four members of the Production Department who were standing around. He told them to move on and threatened them with the fascist regulation of "distracting to footpath". He wanted to continue his avertmment away from the eyes and ears of the workers. When they returned nearby he became even more alarmed. Chris then demanded to know why he wanted his name and address when the policeman admitted he wasn't committing an offence. The policeman replied that the police had a right to get particulars from anyone organising a demonstration. When he was told that this was not true and that he should give better reasons, he blurted out that for "internal security" the Government needed to know personal details of all "communist agitators".

When Chris confronted Roger Farrand, the Labour Board of Academic Press, in the street the next day after he was sacked, Roger Farrand said that everyone should not be allowed to talk about anything that harmed the interests of the firm. When pressed he admitted that the interest of the firm was the interests of the U.S. imperialists. He then said that if the management got away with this sacking it would be a victory for his class. He walked off saying: "We'll see who wins in the end."

This policeman was forced into admitting that his masters collect information on anyone who Kobe communist views. So much for democratic rights. You can say what you like in this country - as long as it doesn't threaten the interests of the monopoly capitalist class. As soon as this happens democratic rights disappear and outright fascist suppression takes over. In Chris's case immediate dismissal from his job and the filing of his name with the security police when he exercises his democratic right to picket.

Take An Open Stand For Against C.U.P.'s chat! A handful of anti-communist outside in the firm say that Chris has ruined his case for restatement by picketing and "making a political issue of it". In order not to be seen to be siding with communists they are in fact siding with the monopoly capitalists and their agents in the suppression of communist politics. How can they possibly maintain now that the sacking was anything but political from the start, when Roger Farrand admits that the sacking was in the interests of his class and when the police collect information for political files? The only democratic right in question is the right to put forward communist views. Director Farrand is free to raise funds for the Labour Party, the politics of the monopoly capitalist class. Therefore everywhere in the firm or in the N.U.D. who believes in democracy should fight for the democratic right to put forward the politics of the working class, Marxism-Leninist-Mao Tse Tung Thought. Demand the reinstatement of Chris Coleman. It is not just a question of one man losing his job, his sackings are an example of the fascist threat creeping over all working people in England!

FIGHT Fascist Suppression of Democratic Rights!
FIGHT FOR THE D emocratic Right to discuss BeIII at the Place of Work!
FIGHT FOR THE Democratic RIGHT TO Dissent Politically, Literature!
FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TO ORGANIZE Politically!

Chairman Mao says: "IT IS RIGHT TO STRUGGLE AGAINST REACTIONARIES:" EXERCISE YOUR RIGHTS!